
Chapter 5 Road Closed 
 

Settling Down in Daila: 
 
The sailing season might be over, but I could not afford to just loaf around for four 

months or so until it was time to commission Vigilance for a full season of sailing.  Nor should I 
want to.  While I was busy sailing around the last couple of months, business ashore was left 
unattended to.  But, I would still need a base of operations, a place to call home when nothing 
much else was happening.  For the moment, that was The Drunken Sailor, as before.  There was 
a new tavern in town that had recently opened, “Taberd Inn,” that was supposed to be higher 
quality.  In fact, The Taberd hired away the bartender from The Drunken Sailor, Leoraid.  Stark 
decided to stay there.  No doubt it was more expensive.  Guess he could afford it.  I had just 
finished paying off my loan from Logan, so I wasn’t in position to be a big spender.  Logan 
continued at The Drunken Sailor too.  With the added competition, the rooms were now going 
for just 1 gold piece per night, quite a bit less than when I had first gotten to town.  Hesia 
continued to stay at the local church. 

I decided that perhaps a better arrangement than staying at a tavern would be nice.  After 
all, I had the responsibility of looking after the ship’s cat, Deefour.  So, I approached Clethara 
about going in together for a place to stay for the winter, say, a nice shack.  

“I’ll think about it,” she said, in a way that made clear that she really needed very little 
thought. 

“How about a cottage?” I suggested, upping the ante. 
To my utter surprise, she agreed!  In fact, she wanted to pick the place.  I guess she didn’t 

trust me with that.  We agreed to share expenses evenly.  That should be financially helpful to 
both of us, even at the higher scale standards Clethara subscribed to. 

Meanwhile, you know Logan, he was anxious to find some other kind of adventure.  
Well, one of the things that we had left undone was Dekator Plateau.  You may recall that Logan 
was slaying kobolds left and right.  By now there ought to be some more of them there.  He 
thought it would be fun.  I figured, why not?  Stark and Filian, a dwarf fighter, were also ready to 
go.  Clethara wanted to stay in Daila and find a suitable cottage.  I put the “Ship’s Fund” (A stash 
of reserve cash for operations) with her. 

The four of us set out in the morning with plans to go by the “interior route”, the same 
way we had gone last time.  That meant crossing the side bridge to go inland instead of using the 
Madra road after crossing the main road bridge.   

We didn’t get that far though before encountering orcs.  There were nine of them, waiting 
in ambush on either side of the road.  We spotted them and got the jump.  Literally.  I cast a 
“sleep” on five of them off to the right.  Meanwhile, Logan literally took one 30 foot jump to 
land on the other four, swinging away.  He has some sort of boots of leaping.  The same kind the 
Ten Lords of Christmas have, I expect.  Anyway, those were four surprised orcs!  He soon had 
all four dead.  Meanwhile Stark and Finian put the other five out of their misery.  They didn’t 
have a lot of money, but there were some good weapons including four heavy crossbows.  We 
carried off the lot of it, and then stopped for the night in Kalay.   

A merchant we encountered just outside of Kalay had some surprising news.  The road to 
Madra was closed.  Why?  He didn’t know.  (We also found out that the new port of Kalayport 
was nearly ready to start operations, I suppose for the next sailing season.) 



The next day we had just crossed the bridge and passed the intersection.  I had the sense 
that someone was following us.  They were, but it wasn’t someone, it was wolves!  There were 
seven of them, and only four of us.  I guess they thought they were big, bad wolves, but they 
hadn’t figured on sleep spells or Logan.  We skinned them and decided, why not go ahead and 
sell these and the orc weapons in Kalay?  No sense porting them to Dekatur Plateau.  So that’s 
what we did.  The tavernmaster was surprised to see us again so soon.  My share came to 19 
gold, so I was a bit ahead on the journey even with the couple nights in town. 

 
The Road to Madra is Closed, and So is Dekatur Plateau: 

 
The next day we set out yet again.  This time we got slightly further.  About two miles 

past the bridge, just before the turnoff toward the mountains, the road was blocked.  There was a 
striped barricade, with a guard standing there looking bored.  As we approached, he called out, 
“Who is there?” 

We introduced ourselves. 
“The Road is Closed,” he said, stating the obvious. 
I asked who had ordered that. 
“Captain Thimbold of the Guard,” he answered. 
On further inquiry, we learned that the guard, his captain, and the rest of his guard unit 

were from Madra.  He didn’t seem to have any idea what it was all about; he was just following 
orders.  We also learned, interestingly, that it was actually only the road that was closed.  That 
meant this need not keep us from getting to Dekatur Plateau; we just couldn’t use the road. 

After exchanging pleasantries, we withdrew back over the bridge.  Once out of sight, we 
cut across country to follow the river upstream to where the tributary entered.  The countryside 
was scrub and scattered trees, a bit rocky.  At our chosen crossing spot, Logan was able to leap 
across the river in a single bound.  This made it easy to rig a rope, and we were all over an on our 
way without a lot of bother.  We then followed the tributary until we got to the inland road.  That 
put us back on our planned route.  Ah, but there was a problem.  There was another guard here, 
too, at the bridge, who told us that use of the road was prohibited. 

We withdrew away from the road and made camp.  The next day we continued towards 
Dekatur Plateau, going parallel to the road.  At one point, we hid from three riders, who seemed 
to be patrolling to catch anyone who might have dared use the road.  They didn’t see us.  
Eventually we worked our way around so we were close to Dekatur Plateau.  We made a point of 
camping where neither we nor our fire would be easily visible, especially from the plateau itself.  
However, at one point during the night we had an alarm as Stark and Finian shook Logan and me 
awake.  Guards had been seen toward the road.  We decided to sneak away before they could 
find us.  About a half hour later we saw four guards visit our camp, then return toward the road.  
They didn’t see us, but I suppose they knew we were nearby. 

The next day we made a point of approaching Dekatur Plateau carefully to stay hidden.  
We seemed to be successful.  Instead of going to the path up, we searched around the base on the 
other sides, looking for caves, paths, or other means of making an ascent.  We found nothing.  In 
that manner, we went three quarters of the way around, before coming to the path and the one 
known way to the top.  You probably guessed it.  There were two guards blocking the path. 

“The Plateau is Closed.  By order of the King of Lumeria,” we were told. 
We were told that we were allowed to stay around the base.  Well, we had already done 

that, and not found anything.  By now, it was getting late, so we found a place to make camp.  



Early the next morning, Finian spotted two guards approaching.  They were still some distance 
away, so we had time to, again, sneak away.  “They were coming to escort us out,” speculated 
Finian.  Finian knew of a nearby pass over the Equatorial Range that would take us to Lunpul, so 
we decided to make a discrete exit that way. 

The pass was not too difficult, and we got to Lunpul before evening.  We were surprised 
that there was nobody staying at the inn.  (I remembered, too late, that Lunpul was last known to 
be in the grip of thieves, when I had been there some weeks ago with the dwarves.)  Logan asked 
if anything was going on with the forest. 

“Nobody will talk about the forest,” the innkeeper replied.  I took him to mean that 
included him. 

Now, on my map, I had marked that there was supposed to be a pass from somewhere 
west of Lunpul toward Kimbombo.  I asked the innkeeper about that. 

“The pass through the mountains has not been found,” he told us.  “I’ll see what I can do, 
though,” he added. 

We each paid 2 gold for the night’s lodging.  In the morning, a shifty character named 
Orthan that approached us.  “Heard you’re interested in the pass,” he said. 

We responded, that yes, we were.  Not the one toward Dekatur Plateau, but the other one, 
toward Kimbombo. 

“Yes.  I can get you through.  It will cost you 5 gold each.” 
There wasn’t anything to do but pay up.  He led us west, and we climbed into the 

mountains.  I recognized some of the landmarks from my trip to the dwarfhold with Baneful, but 
we continued west past that hidden door.  Eventually we wound our way over a rough pass.  
Nothing you’d do with a horse, but we didn’t need ropes and spikes. 

As we came down on the north side of the mountains, we could easily see an 
encampment of maybe 100 nomads.  They and their horses were all drawn up in a circular camp.  
At this point, Orthan left us; he’d gotten us through the pass as he had been contracted to do.  I 
guess he figured the nomads would be our problem, not his.   

We kept going but gave the camp a wide berth.  I’m sure they must have seen us, but they 
didn’t do anything, and we eventually reached the river that swings south of Kimbombo.  We 
were able to ford the stream and get to Kimbombo by nightfall.  The only accommodation 
available was mats on the bunkroom floor.  The following day we returned to Daila.  On the 
way, a brown bear attacked.  It managed to claw Logan but was no match for his weapons.  The 
rest of us contributed to the fight as best we could.  We had made a long trip, with nothing at all 
to show for it except the little bit that was left from the orcs and wolves and the pelt from the 
bear, which brought 75 gold.  So, after expenses, my earnings for the whole adventure were 30 
gold.  Well, that was positive. 

Thumper +424xp = 4050 
To the Injuma Peninsula: 
 

When I got back to Daila, I found that Clethara had rented a sweet little cottage 
overlooking the bay.  Nice!  The rent was just 10 gold (each?) per month.  It had two bedrooms 
and a common room which also served as a kitchen.  Clethara had already moved in, bringing 
quite a few books, and needed my part to repay the initial outlay. 

Things were pretty quiet for several days.  Filpin went off to do dwarf business.  The 
news was that the road was still closed.  It struck me that this was a fine time to be closing the 
road, what with sailing season ending the option for travel by sea.  (I was thankful we had not 



caught snow in those mountain passes!)  Okran and Lifaen stayed on in town, for lack of better 
opportunities I suppose.  Stark continued to lodge at The Tabard. 

I tried to get friendly with Clethara, but didn’t get anywhere.  I even tried the pink rabbit 
trick.  She was unimpressed.  Oh, well.  She emphasized that the cottage had two separate 
bedrooms.  One for her, just her.  I had the other.  I could take the hint.  She did say, though, that 
she was interested in an adventure if something was up. 

When I wandered over to The Drunken Sailor for breakfast, I found Lifaen. 
“What is up?” I asked.  
“The ceiling,” he answered, unhelpfully.  He said that he was interested in adventure too.  

Furthermore, he had heard about a possibility.  “Some ship wrecked in Injuma Bay, and there’s 
likely a cargo to be claimed by anyone who can get there,” he told me.  We rounded up Stark and 
Oakren, and did some preliminary planning.  Clethara joined in too, and we decided the best 
route was to simply travel overland to the Injuma Peninsula.  The hazards were dwarves, and of 
course monsters, primarily wolves, Lifaen said.  (Where was Logan?  He’d have been eager for 
this one if he was around.  But, he had gone off somewhere else.)  Lifaen elaborated on the 
dwarves.  He said that the Black Dwarves live on the surface, and the Red Dwarves deep in the 
mountain.  The Earl’s treaty had been with the Red Dwarves.  (We could figure on meeting 
either.) 

We made an exit to the south from Daila, as if traveling to Kalay, but then left the road to 
cut north, skirting the big mountain that overlooks Daila to the east.  (That’s the same mountain 
that the huge idol to the sea god Presdy is on.)   

Lifaen was the first to hear howling and figure wolves were onto us.  After following us a 
bit, they suddenly charged us.  There were nine of them.  Clethara and I both used our sleep 
spells, but that wasn’t enough.  Stark was badly bitten.  I used another sleep to bring down the 
last two.  It’s pretty bad when you lose your cleric.  Lifaen had a healing potion that helped 
revive Stark to consciousness, and he by strength of will managed to do a cure spell on himself, 
then another to reach nearly full health.  But we were pretty well exhausted of resources.  We 
had no sleep spells remaining, and Stark had used all of his healing spells.  We needed a refuge.  
After taking the time to let Lifaen skin the wolves, we looked for a cave and found one beyond a 
clump of trees. 

I gathered some wood, then kept watch with Oakren as Stark and Lifaen went in.  The 
problem was, we were not the first ones to discover the cave.  It was already occupied by nine 
orcs.  Lifaen, on discovering this, yelled, “Back up!” He and Stark backed toward the entrance 
but the fight was on. 

I could hear it, and I knew that sounded like a lot of orcs.  We had no sleep spells.  I 
hurriedly cast a “shield” but figured we were in deep trouble.  Something had to be done.  So, I 
yelled in orcish, “We don’t bother you, you don’t bother us, OK?” 

I think the surprise of hearing someone yell such a thing in orcish stopped them for a 
moment.  Stark, unaware of what was happening, hit one and knocked it down. 

I yelled again. “Better if all happy!  Better to have peace!” 
The orcs stopped fighting, and so did Stark. 
I continued with, “All big mistake.  We go somewhere else.” 
One of the orcs said, “You human.  You have bunny ears.” 
I nodded, and did the rabbit in the hat trick for them. 
“You magic?” the one orc asked. 
“Yes,” I replied.  “Bye Bye.” 



I told Lifaen, and the others, that we just needed to all back out, nice and calm, and go 
somewhere else. 

That’s what we did.  Lifaen knew where another cave was, higher on the mountain.  We 
would have to climb to get there.  We did, and found it where Lifaen expected.  He warily 
approached it.  Orcs!  Again! 

We backed out, but Oakren stumbled and the orcs heard us.  Two of them came to the 
entrance and looked out.  Lifaen pulled his bow, but nodded to me.  Maybe we could talk our 
way out of a difficult fight again. 

“Orcs – people?” I said. 
The orc was initially confused.  “Where other orcs?” he asked. 
“Deal – I tell you, you go to join them.  We stay here,” I offered. 
The orc took the deal.  He and the others followed down the hill and then I pointed to the 

first cave.  “There are nine of them, so watch out!” I warned. 
We then moved into the upper cave.  Lifaen made a fire.  Clethara and I retreated into the 

back, and using our lanterns tried to regain a sleep spell or two, just in case (or for when?) the 
orcs returned.  They knew where we were, and we needed to be ready.  Stark slept.  Oakren kept 
watch.  Soon Clethara and I had some sleep spells.  We rested the remainder of the day and all 
night without being disturbed, rotating the watch so everybody had a chance to get some sleep. 

The next morning, we could see smoke rising from where the orcs were camped in their 
cave.  We didn’t want to go that way.  There was a bit of a trail going up the mountain.  It was 
very rough, but that seemed the most expedient route.  We reached the top in a few hours.  What 
a view!  We could see Injuma Bay before us, and the sea beyond the Injuma Peninsula.  I 
couldn’t make out a ship, wrecked or otherwise, though.  We started down the other side toward 
the east and the bay shore of the peninsula.  Going down was harder!  Many falls later, but 
thankfully without any injuries, we reached more level ground, and followed the shore. 

As we moved along the coast, there it was!  We could see a wrecked ship, somewhat 
heeled over, among some rocks in the northeast corner of the bay.  There was a good bit of wind 
here.  With the mountains nearby to the south and west, the wind in Injuma Bay must be tricky 
indeed!  What was a ship doing here?  There were no ports, and any protection was dubious. 

 
 

Dwarves A-Plenty: 
 

When we got closer to the wreck, I heard voices cry out in dwarvish, “We Claim the 
Ship!” I told Lifaen and the others what they were saying.  We kept on anyway, approaching the 
vessel from landward. 

As we drew a bit closer, three dwarves popped out from behind cover.  I recognized them 
as “Black Dwarves.”  You’ll recall that it was Black Dwarves that attacked our party when I was 
serving as a negotiations translator for the Earl back several months ago, and caused all sorts of 
mischief, including Grunlow’s death.  So I felt no great obligation of civility toward these.  I’ll 
tell you the conversation as best I remember it. 

I said, “You are a long way from home.”  Then I nodded toward the wreck and asked, 
“Were there any survivors?” 

The dwarves didn’t want to answer, but one of them finally said, “They were found dead.  
They must have died of what’s in the ship’s cargo.” 

So obviously, these dwarves were raiding the cargo.  What cargo? 



“Gems?  They had gems?” I asked, thinking of what cargo would be of most interest to 
dwarves.  Black dwarves.  Gold would have been a good guess too, but gems hit the nail.  I saw 
them react.  Then I asked, “How many humans died?” 

“The crew was at least six,” the one dwarf willing to speak reluctantly replied. 
During the conversation, I’d been glancing now and again at the ship.  Then, I knew that I 

recognized it!  This was the Flame!  And the crew would have been a lot more than six! 
“We need to inspect this ship,” I said. 
“You can inspect it when we have all the gems,” the dwarf leader replied. 
“You dwarves look very tired.  Can you use a nap?” I asked.  Clethara surely knew what I 

had in mind.  Dwarves are magic resistant, and might not be affected easily by sleep spells, but 
we could, between us, cast three or four. 

“We are not tired.  We want you to leave,” the dwarf answered.  Then he continued, 
“None of the crew were left.  All died,” returning to the earlier subject. 

“I wouldn’t be sure.  Peridots carry plague,” I suggested, and nodded slightly. 
The dwarves were all watching me, and would have reacted fast if I’d started to cast a 

spell.  But Clethara surprised them with her sleep spell and two of them went down.  I hit the last 
one an instant later, and all three dwarves, that’s all there were, were set to dozing. 

“Good timing,” remarked Lifaen. 
 Oakren tied the dwarves up securely.  While Clehtara and I tried to re-learn sleep spells, 

the others examined the dwarves closely with a particular interest in treasure.  We left them a 
few minutes later weaponless and snoozing. 

Just a bit further, two more jumped out into our path.  “Stop.  Turn around,” one of them 
commanded.  These were black dwarves too. 

“We are going to the ship,” I replied. 
“The ship belongs to dwarves,” he replied. 
“You look tired,” I remarked, and cast a sleep spell. 
One of them went down, but the other ran.  Lifaen took off in pursuit, but I cast a second 

sleep spell and that one, too, was sent to dreamland.  As before, we tied them up and took their 
weapons and valuables.  Then we continued on to the ship.  There it was, leaning against the 
rocks, pretty clearly a total loss.  We could see some ropes draped down that dwarves must have 
rigged to climb aboard.  Lifaen started to stealthily climb aboard.  I got up on a nearby rock that 
had a good view, and pointed to where I could see just one dwarf on the deck.  Lifaen tried to 
sneak up on him, but when he jumped the dwarf let out a yell.   

I motioned for Stark, Oakren and Clethara to climb aboard.  Stark fell, but Oakren and 
Clethara were soon on deck with Lifaen, who wrestled the dwarf into subdual, and silenced him. 

We could hear dwarves yelling from below in the hold.  I took a peek.  There were five of 
them, mad as could be.  I cast a sleep that put down two, and Clethara got the other three!  Lifaen 
jumped down and Stark descended using a ladder, and tied them all up.  I kept lookout.  I was 
pretty well out of spells by now. 

Most of the hold was empty.  Lifaen gave it a good search.  Of course, there was water 
and broken timbers, but it would seem that there was very little else when the Flame wrecked.  
Lifaen did find some chests, and the chests did indeed contain jewels.  We were busy searching 
on the wreck for a while.  Night fell.  I did manage to relearn a sleep spell, and Clethara did too, 
so we were not defenseless.  The dwarves remained tied up, glowering at us but silent, thanks to 
the gags in their mouths.  I found some stuff in the captain’s cabin – I took charts, books, a chest, 



and the contents of the desk.  We also made a point of cutting the strands of the ballista ropes; 
these things would need repair as well as salvage now!   

 
Making our Escape with the Treasure: 

 
Remarkably, one of the ship’s boats had survived the wreck.  It was in a position where it 

could be launched, and the seemed to be a very opportune way to make our get-away.  It was just 
a matter of time before a large party of dwarves might show up.  We had left five tied up out in 
the woods along the shore, and they’d likely gotten loose by now and gone for help.  We had 
pretty well gone through the whole ship, and figured we had pretty much everything of value, at 
least, that was portable.  Just to make it hard to re-board, we pulled up all the ropes that were 
over the side.  We lowered and loaded the boat and cast off into Injuma Bay.  We paddled away 
from the shore with broken oars we had found. 

The wind was light, from the southwest, coming over the mountains.  Not long after we 
had shoved off, we heard a loud horn sound.  Lifaen said he was sure that it was dwarves.  We 
could hear sounds apparently angry dwarves, from the direction of the wreck as we got well out 
into the bay.  The moon was just then coming up, and we were able to see what was happening.  
Dwarves had hastily thrown together a raft and were pursuing.  We heard more horns, from other 
spots.  The boat had a mast that we had not bothered with, but it seemed prudent to go ahead and 
put it up and rig the sail that we found in the lazarette. 

It was hard to know where the horns were coming from and where we might encounter 
angry dwarves, since sound reflected off of the mountains.  The safest route seemed to be to 
simply sail to Kalayport.  We must have left the rafts and horns behind during the night.  The sun 
came up and the weather continued fair.  We had no trouble avoiding the tricky rocks near the 
entrance to the bay, and reached Kalayport before noon.  There was a little bit of ice on the water 
in the harbor, a reminder (if we needed one after seeing the wreck of the Flame) that the date was 
beyond the end of the sailing season. 

We tied up at the pier.  Stark, Clethara and I went to talk to the harbormaster.  We told 
him we had salvaged the boat from the wreck of the Flame, and he was willing to offer 80 gold 
for it, which we accepted.  Kalayport didn’t have many people there, since it had just been built 
and there were no ships since it was after the sailing season.  I only saw a few others.  It wasn’t a 
place to stay.  We gathered our cargo and set out for Kalay, getting there as the light was fading. 

We borrowed an extra room at the tavern, which was pretty quiet with the roadblock 
problems keeping merchants away.  We divided the treasure, and a treasure indeed it was!  The 
cargo included 38 gems, a bejeweled and engraved “Flame to Sea” magic cutlass, some nice 
navigation tools, a pewter dining set, and the charts and other papers.  There was also some 
coins, gems, and weapons we got from the dwarves.  We sold the dwarf weapons.  Each share 
came to about 3600 gold pieces equivalent. 

Clethara wanted the compass and navigation instruments and maps.  I took the cutlass, 
dining set, and gems worth 500 and 50 gold.  Everybody else got coins and gems, mostly gems.  
Needless to say, we were all very happy. 

We made it back to Daila the next day.  Lifaen and I went to see the Earl Markak of the 
Northern Reaches.  I thought he’d be interested in information about the Flame.  He was.  His 
primary interest was in a particular magic cutlass.  He wanted it. 

I left and returned with the weapon.  “It is indeed a fine weapon,” I said.  After we chit-
chatted about how the weapon had been well hidden, he said he would offer me a reward.  I 



would have my choice of three items.  He offered a ring of swimming, a ring of fire resistance, 
and a ring of warmth.  I chose the ring of swimming. 

With that. The Earl’s patience was at an end.  “Get out!” he then barked, his manner no 
longer friendly.  I did.  He may have gotten the better of the exchange, but a Ring of Swimming 
could be very, very useful.  I’m guessing he would have found a way to get that cutlass one way 
or another, and this way I remained alive, and even had a magic item to show for it. 

When I got back to our cottage, I told Clethara all about it.  Maybe I went too far.  I told 
her that I thought about the Ring of Warmth, but thought that maybe she could help me with that.  
Her reply was, “One bedroom will be cold tonight, but the other will be very warm.” 

 
Thumper: +6244xp = 9631  3rd level ! +3hp proficient cutlass, -staff, completes engineering 
Clethara: +3122xp = 4255  2nd  level ! +4hp 
Stark +6244xp = 8287 = 3rd level 
(And, Lifaen to 2nd +5hp, Oakren to 2nd +10hp) 

 


